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Cisco

Exam Questions 500-551
Cisco Networking: On-Premise and Cloud Solutions
NEW QUESTION 1
Which two statements about the threat landscape of today's networks are true? (Choose two)
A. The use of cloud services is creating definitive security perimeters.
B. An increase use of Direct Internet Access leads to more VPN connections
C. Attackers are now well financed and extremely patient
D. Threat actors are now nation states and organized Crime syndicates
E. Victims of security attacks are random, violated by generic attacks

Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two benefits are derived from a Cisco Meraki cloud-managed network? (Choose two)
A. enhanced visibility and monitoring
B. enriched virtualization capabilities
C. enhanced troubleshooting via CLI
D. walled-garden and sandbox safety measures
E. centralized management and control

Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 3
Which two Cisco Catalyst switches offer fanless operation? (Choose two)
A. Cisco 3560-CX
B. Cisco 2960-XR
C. Cisco 2960-X
D. Cisco 2960-L
E. Cisco 3650

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 4
Which three characteristics of the Cisco Configuration Professional for Catalyst are true? (Choose three)
A. Utilizes Cisco Prime Infrastructure for remote administration
B. provides Day-0 setup and configuration
C. provides alerts that require administrative attention
D. offers the ability to monitor system health
E. used as part of the Cisco DNA, APIC-EM provisioning solution
F. requires access to the CLI

Answer: BCD

NEW QUESTION 5
Which three features does the Cisco Wireless RF Planner offer? (Choose three)
A. determines which users are logged into the network.
B. dynamically disconnects rogue APs from wireless network
C. provides a heat map of AP radio coverage
D. generates project bill of materials
E. estimates the number of access points required for a given area
F. creates customer quotes and bill of sale

Answer: CEF

NEW QUESTION 6
Which advantage over a cloud based solution does a Cisco on-premises solution offer?

A. optimized for lean IT and automatic value.
B. flexible deployment and configuration options
C. centralized management and configuration
D. flexible subscription-based offer

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two drawbacks of direct Internet access at the branch are true? (Choose two)
A. establishes less control of sensitive data and applications in the cloud
B. increases WAN bandwidth consumption
C. degrades application performance
D. complicates securing outbound branch traffic from the corporate HQ location
E. increases IT spending

Answer:
NEW QUESTION 8
Which Cisco series routers are recommended for a small branch or office having 1 to 10 users?

A. Cisco 1100 ISR and 4221 ISR Series  
B. Cisco RV 320 and 890 ISR Series  
C. Cisco 890 ISR and 1100 ISR Series  
D. Cisco 4221 ISR and 4321 ISR Series

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
Which two Cisco series switches offer stackability? (Choose two)

A. Cisco 350  
B. Cisco 200  
C. Cisco 110  
D. Cisco 500  
E. Cisco 225

Answer: AD

NEWQUESTION 10
Which two Cisco Aironet access point, offer dual 5 GHz radio assignment? (Choose two)

A. Aironet 3800  
B. Aironet 1815  
C. Aironet 1850  
D. Aironet 1830  
E. Aironet 2800

Answer: AE

Explanation:
With Cisco Flexible Radio Assignment (FRA), found in the Cisco Aironet 2800 and 3800 Series Access Points, your wireless network automatically adds capacity by changing the access point from
2.4/5GHz radios to dual 5GHz radios.

NEW QUESTION 11
Which two benefits are included as a part of Cisco Meraki licensing? (Choose two.)

A. entitlement to all firmware releases and cloud-managed security updates  
B. 24/7 phone and email support with lifetime warranty  
C. advanced replacement service fulfilled within 8 hours pending regional availability  
D. access to purchase EOS/EOL Cisco Meraki hardware at a discount  
E. extended refund window with a prorated restocking fee

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 12
Which two APIs does Cisco Meraki offer out of the box? (Choose Two)

A. dashboard API  
B. scanning API  
C. Client device monitoring API  
D. automated failover  
E. remote logging API

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 13
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